What is VELAQUA?
VELAQUA is a state-of-the-art countertop water processor that brings you clean, mineral-rich,
antioxidant-rich pH balanced alkaline water. Your body’s natural pH balance is slightly alkaline, and
drinking water that has been processed with VELAQUA will help flush toxins and provide antioxidant
defense. VELAQUA produces the smallest super hydrating water molecule cluster that is negatively
charged and allows maximum nutritional absorption and water that has been processed with VELAQUA
has great antioxidant power. This countertop water processing system is the ultimate investment in
your family’s health.
VELAQUA -- facts:
Many of the foods you eat, too much stress, and environmental factors can cause your body’s acidity to
rise. This acidic state has been linked to many health-related challenges and rapid aging. A slightly
alkaline body is a healthy body. An acidic body is an unhealthy body. If the pH in your blood and urine
are too acidic your body will not be able to absorb nutrition. This is one reason so many individuals have
weight gain problems. After eating the nutrition in the blood cannot be absorbed into the cells therefore
one is always hungry and has no energy.
Since the human body is over 70% water, alkaline water can help restore your body’s natural pH
balance. VELAQUA not only filters ordinary tap water, it is the only system that filters, purifies, alkalizes,
mineralizes, ionizes and creates micro-clustered water with high anti-oxidant properties. Plus our own
proprietary Energy Fusion Technology! The water passes through an exclusive Ceramic disc then through
a special Mineral Cartridge containing scientifically selected minerals. This process is meant to simulate
fresh pure stream water just like Mother Nature has for thousands of years. The result is premium
alkaline - negative charged - water that has a fresh taste, is naturally soft, and has strong antibacterial
protection.
In addition to making drinking water more alkaline, VELAQUA also adds more antioxidant power into
drinking water. About 90% of many modern health challenges are thought to be caused by oxidative
stress caused by free radicals. Free radicals are natural byproducts of many biological processes and
your body is accustomed to dealing with free radicals on a daily basis. However, other factors such as
environmental pollution can increase the amount of oxidative stress you are exposed to, leading to
damage to your tissues, cells, and organs.
Free radicals are molecules with missing electrons. To stabilize their own structures, they scavenge
other healthy cells and elements for electrons, but damage other cells and molecules in the process.
VELAQUA produces an abundance of active hydrogen that helps stabilize free radicals and neutralize the
negative health effects they can bear upon your body.
VELAQUA produces the smallest, superhydrating water molecule clusters for maximum absorption.
Cells contain openings called aquaporin channels that allow water to pass through, carrying in nutrients
and oxygen and flushing out toxins. The smaller the water molecule clusters, the easier it is for water to
enter and exit the cell so that cells—and entire organs—can function more efficiently.
Many home water-processing systems in the market today use electricity to create alkaline water.
VELAQUA simulates fresh-flowing stream water that has accumulated minerals from running over river
rocks—without electricity. In just minutes, you can have clean, fresh-tasting water with the smallest,

superhydrating water molecule clusters, high alkalinity, and reduced oxidation right in your very home.
You’ll also be saving the environment because you’ll be wasting less money on bottled water.
Good hydration on a daily basis is extremely important for energy, proper brain function, flushing
toxins, keeping you healthy and helping fiber eliminate waste from your body. With VELAQUA you can
get good, quality pH balanced alkaline water that tastes great, and is good for your health and longevity.
Think about this - why "die" (so to speak) at 40 and then get buried at 80?

FDA disclaimer
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

